The alchemical symbols for salt, water, air and magnesium remind us that our solutions
were here long before us and will be here long after.

From Illness to Wellness

Blobjects & micro-climates:
Integrating post-Covid ambient
therapy for physical, mental and
respiratory health regulation via
‘Halocentric’ techniques.

(Halo, greek for salt.)

Covid-19 is forcing young people to
take greater responsibility for their
health & well-being. The modern
human is going to become more
open to new therapeutic experiences
which enable them to manage their
emotional and physical health. 95%
of them think that government should
ensure that everyone has access to
healthcare[1].
Through the lens of experiential
design we look at shifting the necessary tools and techniques of an
exclusive and inaccessible industry
towards integration of the local
environment. Through their re-contextualising, they take new forms
throughout lounge and work settings
- the crux between which the modern
human is stuck.
The spa and wellness industry widely
utilises the therapeutic and healing
properties of salt in its many forms of

care for mental, physiological,
respiratory, and immune health. The
techniques of floatation combined
R.E.S.T (Reduced Environmental
Stimulation Techniques) along with
the anti-bacterial properties of salt,
leads us to imagine a new emphasis
on age old medicine for the modern
human.
The platforms are intended to offer
opportunities for mental stability and
physical re-energizing, as well as
providing protection to the lungs and
skin. We hope to breed a culture of
self-help, a non pharmalogical alternative to the prevention and treatment of dis-ease, and the removal of
weight from our National Health
Service[2 ].

We explore platforms which contribute to performance at work and
overall satisfaction of life, serving as
gateways for meditation, contemplation and creative endeavour to the
modern human.
We speculate a glimpse of a potential
near future with more seemless
hygiene checks and cultural resilience to illness. These are then celebrated through sculptural installation
and audience participation, which we
hope to develop in collaboration for
the London Biennale 2021.

We acknowledge the worsened sleep
patterns, over-exposure of screens,
anxiety and depression through
which our society weaves.

J.Smith, R.Sullivan
Submission for London Design Biennale 2021

Isolation has proven a burden for many,
we have perhaps misunderstood its usefulness. The modern humans instinctive
response has been to reach for screens
and seek virtual connectivity, over exposing the information swarms of the
cyclone. By training attention regularly
to return back to the centre, we logically
prevent contemporary forms of dis-ease
and angst.
Recent clinical studies has shown that
meditation can effectively combat loneliness[3]. Therefore we propose to isolate,
meditate and evaluate when embracing
the user experience of solitude found
when floating within the sensory deprivation tank, the gateway to inner space.
Beyond relaxation, we believe that
through isolation and the temporary removal of familiar weight sensations,
access to altered states enables the
possibility to observe and evaluate
self-perception and behaviour, in turn
locating and eliminating dis-ease
through a kind of de-cluttering process,
here-in lies the opportunity to sharpen
interoceptive awareness of ones health
and bodily systems.

[4]

blobjects
Float combined REST usually takes the
sometimes unattractive form of a sensory
deprivation tank, gaining popular curiosity
by advocates today such as Spotify’s Joe
Rogan and Vice’s Hamilton Morris[5,6].
Emerging from the counter cultural 1960s
was the U.S waterbed industry, with
tactile curiosity and sex appeal, dating
back to ancients who used goat skins as
bladders for elite comfort. Such products
today have become of commercial and
safety concern around the world. From
the same era, the sensory deprivation
(float) tank emerged as the psychonauts
pipedream, with fear factor, requiring
courage for the participant to enter
unclothed before being enclosed in total
darkness with next to near zero external
vibration entering in[7].

Tasked with the scaling and re-branding
of float therapy we look towards a dry
version, the re-contextualisation in
order to shift such ideology.

Today floatation is widely used as an
enabler for meditation and mindfulness.
Being clinically researched to better
understand consciousness, as treatment
for addiction, chronic pain, anxiety, PTSD,
depression, burnout, insomnia, as well
performance and exercise recovery[8]. It’s
perception is stuck between psychosis
and wellness.
[10]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Our solution is a series of ‘Blobjects.’ The
current prototype latex bladders containing saturated brine offer sufficient
buoyant effects to the participant. With
the safety parameters of a traditional
waterbed system, where health and
safety is the priority and basis of its
development, they show potential for new
forms of enhancing therapeutic environments.

In development our studio practice now
looks towards sculptural form finding and
installation modes. This will be achieved
by..
• Control of the saline liquid body and
it’s fluid dynamic.
• Rigorously testing the material
strength of the latex container
• Design of external housing /safety
system.

The scaled prototype dramatically
reduces the cost of floating, and serves
as an enabler for greater comfort and
altered states. Intended to be maintained
at skin temperature, it buoys the human
body whilst moulding to its contours
without creating pressure points.

Within this document we explore the
formats through which the blobs could
exist and then imagine them distributed
through out society before ideating
installation settings.

[12]

550kg Epsom Salts in 1000
litres of water, specific
gravity 1.30 cycled, filtered
maitanained at skin temp.

Temp controlled water
saturated with table salt 1.30
contained in natural latex
bladder

micro-climates
A Prescription for the Future:
Global Youth Check-up and a way
forward for Wellness. VICE Media
Group

[1]

Mounting evidence to suggest that
Covid-19 is an airborne disease spread
through aerosols[13] prompts us to suggest
the design of atmospheres which can
counteract unwanted particles.

[2]
National Health Service enlist
mediation as form of self-help.
nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/mindfulness/

Mindfulness training reduces
loneliness and increases
social contact in a randomized
controlled trial. 2018

[3]

The luxury spa industry simulates properties of cavernous environments. Utilising
atmospheric salt systems for the inhalation of steam from saline water, which date
from the natural remedies of Hippocrates
450BC. We look to the eastern European
salt caves which today provide respiratory
therapy to the locals[14]. Beyond this, we
note that the method is widely recognised
as a respiratory aid amongst common folk,
e.g the ‘gurgling of salt water’ or ‘taking in
ocean air.’

[4]
Experimental research 2019.
A vision for a post-isolated public,
lock-down. May 2020.

[17]

[5,6]

See hyperlinks at back

[7]
Additionally, folkore suggests
that the tank was initially
(mis)used as a form of military
control and torture. Popular
perceptions are of cluastrohpobia,
disaster and mental breakdown,
further influenced by Hollywood
movies E.g Netflix’s Stranger
Things 2016 or Altered States
1968 which depicts a mad
scientist that becomes a gorilla
upon spending hours in the tank,
unhelpful.

Halotherapy, branded an ‘alternative
medicine,’ has been developed economically but remains understudied scientifically[15]. Beyond this, it is observed that the
crystalline molecular structure of salt
renders the virus body as unviable by
simple piercing it, relieving it of its liquid[16].

The research of Dr. Justin
Feinstein and collaborators.
clinicalfloatation.com/publications

[8]

We highlight the need for experimental
research within this area, before imagining
it’s embedded design use cases.

Could the anti-bacterial
properties of salt aerosol
destroy airborne Coronavirus particles within
contained environments
such as the work place?

[13]

[14]

1960s unkown artist depiction
of the float experience.
[9]

Images: Waterbeds Used to
be a $2 Billion Industry - what
happened? Business Insider

[10,11]

[12]
Experiments with various latex
skin thickness and sculptural
suspension aesthetics.
[13]
Stagnant air in your office
could be riddled with coronavirus.
Wired, Aug 2020
-Researchers have demonstrated
how aerosols, the microscopic
droplets we breathe, move
through a typical, well-ventilated
office space - Arup.

Children with respiratory
illnesses head 1,400ft below
ground for unique therapy in mine
tunnels, Daily Mail 2015

[14]

Artificial salt cave utilises
Himalayan salt bricks.
[15]

A biomedical engineer created a
mask coated in salt that he says
could neutralize viruses like the
coronavirus in 5 minutes,
Business Insider.

[16]

[17]
Experiential research, Burgas
salt lakes, Bulgaria 2019.

Halocentric Society:
Near future work-place
Floating is widely recognised
for its therapeutic benefits
but is seldom acknowledged
as a organisational or productivity hack.
Isolation has forced corporations to recognise the false
aesthetics of productivity,
immense economic potential
exists for them in facilitating
brain performance and
group-unity through float
assisted REST.

The dry-float system is used to
buoy the occupant from their
familiar sensations of gravity.
In turn enabling a clearer,
contemplative state.
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Free from the physical sensations of the body and the usual
immediate environment, they
operate from an interospective
space.
We point towards an audible
User Interface to facilitate data
recording. The scenario of
Mixed Reality integration would
then become a subject of
research.

1
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Salt chamber drives aerosol
through nose and mouth
providing cleanse to mouth
and lungs.
[2,1]
Functions as REST or
Audio-visual headset.
[3]

Halocentric Society
platforms (see previous spread.)
4

3
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Blobs are distributed through-out public and private space providing opportunities for
greater physical and in turn mental comfort, as well as hyper-saline pools and bespoke
atmospheres for seemless hygiene maintenance.

1

As we look towards the coming months
we intend to develop multiple conceptual
design scenarios and products which
span interiors, transportation and wearables. Here we now explore that
landscape. Presented as a potential
near-future, we imagine diverse forms of
buoyant floating, public hygiene and the
respective culture which put such measures in place.
The home largely has become the new
office. Initially resulting in a collective
fatigue of screen time and connectivity. In
response, many have attempted to create
spatial divides between work and lounge
zones. The bathroom becoming a kind of
cavernous salt haven. Beyond the bathtub, float is embedded throughout, from
the buoyant office chair to the sofa blobs
and salt-waterbed.
On the outside, the corporations now
encourage their employees to practice
and persue maintenance and development over their mental health through
access to altered states. They have In

2

turn increased levels of efficiency, productivity as well harmony.
Noticeably, there are improved policies,
public relations and environmental sensitivity. The organistions increasingly
become a new kind of establishment and
societal partner. Those in positions of
power have largely adopted REST and in
turn operate with efficiency, rationality and
even sometimes joy. With sensitivity to
overproduction, pollution, famine, disease
and war. In this way, the corporations have
lead the way, soon followed by government and the education system.
Giving a nod to the unhygienic spaces of
past years, the staff present at the HQ
office operate in one-way systems and
sometimes in group clusters, the building
appearing half empty, it’s as if people now
spend more time doing things which they
actually want to do, contributing where
possible. Organisations have become
increasingly responsible for the wellbeing
and facilitate intero-ceptive ability of their
staff. HR teams design such environments
to provide health platforms combined with
access to technological communication

The environments are ultra-hygenic, but in
a way which proved sustainable to the
offering of plexi-glass and hand sanitiser
[18]
. Epsom salt pools are seemlessly
integrated on arrival, intended to remove
contamination from the skin when
washed. Next, a light salt aerosol filters
through, steaming up in to the atmosphere
of the main building.
Affording elevated comfort beyond the
workplace, the blobs have become transportation seats, head-rests, lounge sofa’s
and day-beds. The principle of neutral
buoyancy, at the core of float - has also
shaped entirely new leisurely activities
whilst influencing interior aesthetics. From
buoyancy assisted yoga and exercise
equipment which allows the performer to
assign specific areas of body weight, to
experimental group float-therapy
sessions[19] and meditation pools which
guide the participants through the initial
phases of mindfulness training.

It has become apparent
that the increasing toxic
material consumption used
to combat the virus so far
will largely deter the global
fight to end virgin plastics.

[18]

In one instance, we
imagine the blob as
viscous and vibratory
object, passing sonorous
waves through to the
subjects body, a kind of
sound-bath massage.

[19]

Sustainability: We propose
the localised harvesting of
salt from oceans using
solar technologies as
opposed to the burning of
fossil fuels or the mining of
rock salt. We aim to
strategically circulate the
life cycle of the materials
which we use.

The post-Covid perceptual shift towards
basic survival necessities has required our
potential near future society to implement
emotional offerings in to its city architecture, access points for self care, maintenance and prevention-intervention. It
simply re-imagined the natural remedies of
its wellness industry with more decency in
ethical rationalisation.
The spiral of floating bodies, displays an
obedience in body language that is
perhaps unusual in the current western-modern consciousness, yet it offers
hope for the kind of behaviour which we
might want to facilitate moving forward.

For this society salt has
become the vital mineral,
eliminating airborne viruses,
removing contamination
from the lungs and throat,
and providing mental and
physical health regulation
through floatation, a basic
health offering as well as a
performance enhancement.

"The centre of the cyclone is that rising quiet low-pressure place in which one can
learn to live eternally. Just outside of this centre is the rotating storm of one’s
own ego, competing with other egos in a furious high-velocity circular dance.
As one leaves centre, the roar of the rotating wind deafens one more and more as
they join. One’s own centred - thinking-feeling-being, one’s true experience, are in
the centre only, not out-side. - One’s pushed-pulled driven states, ones’ anti-Satori
modes of functioning, one’s self created hells, are only outside the centre."
An ode to J.C Lilly 1972, inventor of the float tank

Design Proposal

We now explore the prototype blobs at
scale as a series of sculptures which
lead towards the collective float
experience.
The installation is intended to communicate the experience of floating and
the many possible integrations of
contemporary halo-therapy.
The information and experience
inspires the public to utilise avenues
towards sustained physical, mental
and respiratory health.

Situated in space the blobs appear like
soft over-sized pebbles. Ever responsive,
they become tactile and sensitive on
approach on as if to acknowledge your
presence.

It is mesmerizing to observe that the
blobjects are never static. The currents
are never entirely at rest. Hypnotic, the
waves gesture back to us through the
ripples of its skin.

From Illness to Wellness

In realising secure access for a collective
float experience, we design a platform
which complements the fluid bodies form
whilst dealing with its immense structural
mass.

Design Proposal

From Illness to Wellness

Design Proposal

From Illness to Wellness

Reduced Environmental
Stimulation Therapy

Appearing ungrounded from above, the
structure embodies the sense of weightlessness to be experienced at its centre.

The curvatures wrap and whirl around the
fluid body, returning its participants back to
the centre. The eye of the storm - the centre
of the cyclone.

Design Proposal

Hyperlinks
[2]
vice.com/en_asia/article/z3ekqx/we-asked-people-how-the-pandemic-has-changed-their-approac
h-to-health-and-wellness
[3]
pnas.org/content/pnas/116/9/3488.full.pdf
[4]
nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/mindfulness/

Thank you.

youtu.be/KeqmKwsvM58 Joe
Rogan on Floating
youtube.com/watch?v=yCYglCDgpu0 Hamilton’s Pharmacopeia:
Sensory Deprivation Tanks.

[5]

[15]
businessinsider.com/mask-coated-in-salt-neutralizes-viruses-like-coronavirus-2020-2?r=US&I
R=T

wired.co.uk/article/coronavirus-air-particles-office

[12]

[8]

johnclilly.com

Additional:
jsmithcreative.cargo.site
mandin.earth/richard

Jack Smith is a design researcher
currently completing his MA in
Information Experience Design at the
RCA, he completed his BA at Central
saint Martins and spent two years
working in spatial experience design
at adidas, DE.

Richard Sullivan Paul is an industrial
designer who holds a BA from Brunel
university, he was an intern at Lego
before spending four years within
Jaguar Land-Rovers advanced
automotive concepts department.

Together we have experience
conceptually creating and physically
installing sculptural works for
festivals on behalf of Mandin and
Block9.

The core materials at work are salt and water, - which should serve as a reminder that the
public’s general health is perhaps something to not be compromised.

